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Abstract
This paper is an extended version of one first given at the ICOE conference in Dublin 2012. It
argues that although widely-spaced horizontal-axis rotors with axial flow are now universal
for wind turbines in an open flow field, the transfer of the design to tidal streams may be
wrong for the installation of large numbers of units in channels like the Pentland Firth where
Caithness, the Orkneys and the sea bed form a confined flow passage. The rectangular flow
windows of vertical-axis rotors can be placed very close to one another so as to give a high
blockage and performance well above the Betz limit.
Blade element analysis shows that, with proper control of blade pitch, a cross-flow rotor can
give a constant pressure drop across 95% of the width of its rotor rather than the uneven
drop across the disk of an axial flow one. This can make the down-stream wake less
turbulent than the input flow and so improve the performance of successive rows. Rigid,
neutral-density struts with spherical end-bearings can provide an efficient transfer path for
very large forces to the sea bed. To obtain sufficient stability in pitch and roll the diameter of
the rotor should be about 3 water depths, about 200 metres giving peak power ratings about
200 MW. The vertical axis configuration also allows better mountings for blades: if a beam is
supported at both ends the bending moments are one quarter of those of a cantilever.
The paper also discusses the importance of flow impedance for a tidal stream site with a large
number of close packed generating units.
Keywords: Betz limit, ring-cam, Pentland Firth, tidal-stream turbine, vertical-axis, variable-pitch,
flow impedance.
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1. Introduction
If an officious environmental planner insisted that a conventional hydro-electric scheme must have
eleven pipelines with water running free for every one taking water to a turbine, the return on
capital investment and use of rainfall resources would be poor. However drawings of arrays of
horizontal-axis turbines shown by developers have horizontal separations of three or more
diameters. Rotor centres are about one diameter above the sea bed and generously clear of the
surface so as to avoid some, but perhaps not all, shipping. The ratio of the area of a circle to the
area of a square with sides three times the circle diameter is only 8.7% and there are many artist’s
impressions of tidal stream installations suggest even lower filling fractions. Some designs with
long mounting booms even have to yaw round a large area when the stream changes direction. This
means that present designs for turbine arrays are greedy for space and very leaky. In this paper I
argue that in a channel like the Pentland Firth similar leaky effects will result from the transfer of
wind-turbine practice which evolved for open flow fields. In particular we should not be using the
horizontal-axis axial-flow configuration when large numbers are to be installed.
2. Flow impedance
The concept of impedance is more familiar to electronic engineers than to fluid-dynamicists and
oceanographers. It can be thought of as the determination of the flow to get past obstacles. The
flow impedance of a section of channel can be defined as the ratio of the change of head along the
flow direction along the channel resulting from the introduction of some obstruction to the change
in flow rate through it. The measurement could be metres per (cubic metre per second) or seconds
per square metre but by dividing by fluid density times gravity we can use flow squared times
impedance to get power as in electrical engineering and, in future, compare notes with colleagues
on other planets. Most tidal stream developers seem to be unaware of the importance of flow
impedance for large installations. None have replied to questions about its value.
There is no doubt that the sky is high and that air does not have to flow through wind turbines if
there is an easier path over or around them. The far field pressure across a wind farm is hardly
changed by the way that wind turbines are operated and so they are operating in a low impedance
flow. The cross-sectional areas of the tidal stream channels are not as large as the sky. Water
cannot flow into the sea bed. It cannot rise much above sea level. It cannot flow into the walls of a
channel. It will resist changing direction to the tortuous path round North Ronaldsay. If turbine
rotors fill a large fraction of the channel it will be hard for water to flow through the narrow
openings that are left. While the very first turbine of a large array will have to be operated
according to the momentum change requirements of the Betz limit, this will become less relevant as
close neighbours are added. Pioneering developers may be so focused on the first prototype that
they forget that we will want to install as many as possible as close as possible to one another.
To calculate ultimate resource of the Pentland Firth we need to understand the entire system from
far into the Atlantic and out to the North Sea. This means the impedance not only of the Pentland
Firth itself, but also the impedances of the source and sink flows of sea to east and west which are
in series and the impedances of the paths through the Orkneys which are in parallel and can take a
bypass flow. We can measure the impedance of any section of the flow path if we know the total
flow rate through the section and the slope of the water along the flow direction. Unfortunately,
because of Bernoulli, readings of sea level in harbours and at the coast are not suitable for
measuring slope.
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Sadly, discussions with satellite experts, who can measure surface slopes across oceans, suggest that
present technology is inadequate for small areas. [1] [2] Slope could be measured in a few months
by the pressure transducers which are usually fitted to acoustic Doppler current profilers placed in a
line across the entrances. We could also use a free-drifting, lattice-girder frame fitted with
differential, carrier-phase global positioning system and echo sounding. This could be loosely
tethered to an attendant vessel to keep it from running aground. It would drift back and forth
through the firth and build up high resolution images of bathymetry. It could also carry turbulencesensing instruments.
Impedance will have reactive terms analogous to capacitance and inductance. Some resistive terms
are likely to be non-linear. We could make an estimate of the resistive term if we could calculate
each of the present energy losses such as rough sea-beds, changes of flow cross-section or direction
and the presence of islands. Impedance must rise with the length of a section but there is no length
term in theoretical equations [3]. Official friction bed friction coefficients [4] are comparable with
values for supersonic fighter wings [5] despite bathymetry measurements showing 30 metre high
steps and a collection of much higher observed values [6]. If a fluid has to flow through a reduced
cross-sectional area its velocity will increase. The change from potential to kinetic energy is quite
efficient. However, if it then flows through a larger cross section with anything except a very
gradual expansion the process is inefficient. Much of the kinetic energy is lost by conversion into
turbulent eddies. If large amounts of energy are being wasted now, then removing some with
turbines will not affect the flow rate much. A 1% reduction in flow should release about 3% of the
present dissipation but nobody knows accurately the value of present dissipation. As a sanity-check
readers are invited to imagine that the islands of Swona and Stroma have been cut at the sea bed and
they must choose the power rating of a tug to tow them away at seven knots.
3. Turbulence
As well as being leaky, horizontal-axis turbines produce additional turbulence, which for a turbine
designer is equivalent to hydrodynamic pollution. The nacelle hub and the inner part of the rotor
reduce velocity immediately downstream and there is an increase as water escapes past the blade
tips. The two effects are shown in Fig. 1 from O’Doherty et al. [7].

Figure 1: Axial rotor velocity profiles at various distances downstream from O’Doherty et al.[7].
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At a distance of 20 rotor diameters downstream the velocity has recovered to only 85% of the
upstream value. A designer who believed in Betz would say that the energy density would
therefore be only 0.853 or 0.614 of that upstream density but might find it hard to explain where the
missing water had gone. Very little can have evaporated or drained into the sea bed. To get
turbulence values acceptably low the rows of turbines must be far apart and any connecting cables
have to be made expensively long.
In contrast it is possible to control the pitch angle of the
hydrofoils of a variable-pitch cross-flow rotor so that the same pressure is presented to the flow
across 95% of the rotor area as shown in Fig. 2.
Pressure drop across the front of a 200 metre variable pitch rotor
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Figure 2: The pressure drop in Pascals across a 200 metre variable-pitch vertical-axis rotor
calculated from blade element theory.
Indeed with knowledge of uneven upstream velocities obtained from a Doppler system, it is
possible to make the wakes of a bank of cross-flow machines cleaner than the input, to the great
advantage of anyone downstream interested in the direction of water flow. Because the water depth
downstream will be less than upstream but the flow volume will be the same, the wake velocity
must be higher not lower as behind a wind turbine and in contradiction to some authors.
4.

Beating Betz

Wind turbine designers use a power equation so familiar that notation is not needed:
𝑃=

1
𝜌𝐴𝑈 3 𝐶𝑝
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But hydroelectric engineers are taught that, for turbines in ducts, the power of an ideal unit is
𝑃 = 𝜌𝑔𝐻𝑄

where g is gravity, H is head difference and Q is volume per second, with no cube law in sight. This
is for steady peak flow operation which designers need for stressing and generator rating. We have
to decide if a Firth fully packed with rotors is a duct. Some authors include the rather depressing
factor of 0.02 to account for tidal cycles. Low velocities can look more attractive if they come from
a high impedance source. High blockage turbine installation will increase the head. The maximum
possible head can be estimated from observations of the tidal level where a blockage such as Ireland
is reflecting the incoming tide from the Atlantic. For vertical-axis variable-pitch machines the
change from Betz-limited operation of a solo unit to duct operation of a close-packed row can be
done by initially using larger blade chords at a lower than optimum angle of incidence and later
increasing the angles of incidence.
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The case for a larger resource is strengthened by analysis of tidal motion as a wave by Mackay [8].
The importance of a high blockage fraction has also been confirmed experimentally with tank tests
by McAdam [9] who was able to get performance coefficients twice the Betz limit with blockage
fractions of 0.47 and 0.59 as shown below. The trend of his curves suggests that a higher blockage
would have been even better.
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Figure 3. McAdam’s results for a high blockage cross-flow rotor showing
the improvement over the Betz limit.
It is useful to ask how high the blockage factor for a vertical-axis cross-flow rotor could be. The
typical depth of much of the Pentland Firth is about 70 metres. The vertical rise and fall are too
small to affect design but shallow regions on the path from the construction or repair base may be a
factor. Velocities near the sea bed are lower than those above, with a 1/7 power law being popular
but not very accurate. The turbulence levels will also be higher near the bed but information is
sparse. Rotors will occupy the space from the surface down to a depth of about 50 metres.
If horizontal-axis turbines are placed too close together the pressure fields from their hydrofoils will
interfere at the very worst point for root bending moments, hence the common three-diameter rule.
But with a contra-rotating vertical-axis cross-flow layout the close approach between the hydrofoils
of adjacent units happens when both foils are going into or away from the incoming flow and so the
pressure fields are very low. Indeed the pitch control could allow them to freely feather for that part
of the rotation cycle so as to get zero pressure-field through the idle section. This suggests that the
gaps between vertical axis rotors could be reduced to as little as 5 metres.
The enormous torque on the rotor will induce an equal and opposite torque on the water. However
by arranging that adjacent rotors are contra-rotating we can get cancellation.
Although blades of a vertical-axis machine are almost idle for about one third of the time, nearly all
the flow passage area is used all the time while sections of blades near the root in a horizontal axis
machine are moving too slowly all the time. Space in a good tidal-stream channel is more precious
than time.
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5. Vortex losses
The pressure differences across the blades of an axial-flow rotor induce a vortex like that from the
tip of an aircraft wing. This is a major energy loss and the source of turbulence as shown in Fig. 4
from NASA.

Figure 4: A NASA image of a crop dusting plane flying over smoke generators
showing the blade tip vortex.

All this makes the flow velocity and direction for downstream rotors hard to predict. Velocity
increases will induce stress increase. Reductions will reduce output. The combination induces
fatigue. Changed flow direction will change lift and drag coefficients. In contrast the blades of a
cross-flow rotor are supported at both ends by streamlined rings which will suppress the tip
vortices. Flow conditions will be similar all along the span.
6.

Vertical-axis structure

Evolving ideas for vertical-axis cross-flow design have been proposed [6], [10] and should share the
hydrodynamic advantages of the McAdam horizontal-axis design. The main difference between the
two approaches involves rim power take-off with shirt-sleeve access at the surface and non-rigid
attachment to the sea bed, but these will not be apparent to water molecules.
The vertical-axis machine is sketched in Figs 5, 6 and 7. Blades are arranged in several banks
separated by streamlined rings with 24 blades per ring. These rings are very heavily loaded but
provide lots of room for bearings and pitch control mechanisms. Bending moments in a large ring
with distributed radial loads could only just be taken by a 50 metre ring and will be too high for any
larger ones unless we fit spokes. Drag on spokes with a circular profile would consume about 30%
of the output but by fitting a freely-rotating fairing to the strongest affordable material we can
reduce this to about 2%. This also allows a reduction in the surface area of the rings and so their
skin drag. Spoked wheels are extremely efficient load-bearing structures. A child can lift with one
finger a bicycle wheel which will take the weight of a fully grown man.
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Figure 5: Plan and side views of a close-packed vertical-axis rotor. Power conversion takes place
at high velocity at the rim. Blade pitch is continuously adjusted to give the required downstream
force at each point round the circle but blades can be set free during installation or for power
disconnection. The seabed connection uses neutrally buoyant, slip-formed, post-tensioned concrete
tubes. It requires placing a socket over a cone, purging the gap with fresh water, then air, then
alcohol, then dry air containing an oil mist before vacuum suction. More details are given in
reference [6]. The structural load of the rotor is taken in compression by streamlined spacer-rings
made from concrete with heavy post-tensioning from radial spokes. The drive torque is passed from
the spacer rings to the top of the rotor by diagonal tension members with streamlined fairings, then
from the moving ring-cam to the rollers and pumping modules with digital control. A single bank
rotor could operate in much shallower water than a horizontal axis machine.
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Figure 6. Top a section view of the annual power conversion. Bottom views of the quick-release
seabed connection with 33 kv wet mate contacts.
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Supporting a beam at both ends reduces bending moment by a factor of four compared with the
cantilever support at one end. Even with the uneven loading of a tapered blade the advantage is
about 3.8. The maximum bending stress is at the blade centre, well away from the point of
maximum shear. Furthermore the pitch bearings take half the load each, with no levering up due to
the close positioning of pitch bearings near the hub of the horizontal-axis design.
Blade length is quite short, 7 to 10 metres to suit water depth, shorter than the larger eddies. The
area swept by blades is much larger than the projected area of the passive parts of the structure. The
constant blade section has no taper or twist and so could be made with an extrusion process. There
is little variation of flow conditions along the blade span.
Blades and spacer rings rotate together beneath a stationary power annulus isolated from the sea by
non-contacting gutter seals. Power generation takes place at the full diameter by means of a quad
ring-cam pump which drives a large number of rollers connected to pistons. This avoids the
velocity reduction and stress rise when torque has to pass through a central bearing leading to the
nacelle of a horizontal-axis turbine. The delivery of the pump is controlled by digital signals which
enable or disable poppet valves on each chamber [11], [12]. Rollers can also provide the function of
a geometrically tolerant rolling bearing. The cam consists of short ‘beads’ tensioned together.
Most wind turbines now have mono-tube towers and this has been tried by tidal stream designers.
But the turbine suffers very large forces in the downstream direction and applies them at quite a
high distance above the sea bed. The result is that a large bending moment must be transferred
from the tower base to the sea bed. Bending is a much less attractive way to transmit force than
direct tension or compression. Compression is better than tension for many materials because it has
less fatigue and avoids notch sensitivity. Concrete in compression is very cheap.
The first idea for sea bed attachment for the vertical-axis design used a mechanism called the trilink. It consisted of three struts with spherical end-bearings which provided the perfect kinematic
restraint in surge, yaw and sway but freedom in pitch, roll and yaw. The net force in the struts
passed through the centre of pressure so that there was no pitching moment from the downstream
force. Winch ropes and a hydraulic ram on the end of the links allowed it to mate with an
attachment on the seabed which was post-tensioned into the rock with strands of Macalloy bar,
grouted into sloped holes. The attachment could also contain a 33 kV wet-mate connector shown in
figure 6. The connection could be made or broken in a few minutes.
One problem with this arrangement was that all three mechanical connections had to be made at the
same time and the failure of just one would be catastrophic. As we have hydraulic rams to adjust
the effective length of the links we can now abandon kinematic perfection in favour of redundancy.
A reasonable requirement is that the system should remain safe if two links on one rotor should fail
simultaneously.
The ram number has been increased to twelve legs attached to the seabed in pairs and four links to
the adjacent units. An outer leg can take the electrical power down to a 33 kV bus bar running
between two rows of turbines. The gap between the rows is about 1.4 water depths, say 100 metres.
The gap to the next pair of rows is much larger, sufficient for shipping and rotors to manoeuvre.
The increase in link number means that the rotor diameter has to be increased to three times the
water depth, say 200 metres for the Pentland Firth. Resistance to pitch has been increased by a
bulge on the inboard side of the power annulus. Extra vertical struts would also be possible.
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7. Installation and removal
The installation of marine energy plant presents particular challenges and most developers are
unhappy about present procedures. The daily cost of conventional vessels is high and weather
delays are long, sometimes months. The approach should be to avoid all heavy lifts and the use of
tow ropes which can pull but not push. There should be no reliance on divers. Delicate work at the
sea bed should be done well before the installation. Purpose designed equipment was described at
the 2011 EWTEC conference [13]. One item was a soft-skinned high agility vessel with octopus
suction sidewalls. The second was a 30 tonne bollard-pull walking vehicle with millimetre precision
in all six degrees of freedom which could use a chain saw to cut conical and prismatic holes in a
rocky seabed. Its open frame, identical in outline to a sea container, was intended to present low
toppling moments in high current velocities. It can just be seen at the bottom right of figure 5.
A vertical-axis rotor bears a striking resemblance to an enormous Voith-Schneider propeller [14].
Valves on the high pressure side of each pumping chamber of the ring-cam machine allow it to
work as a motor as well as a pump. With a supply of Diesel fuel, a pair of 200-metre contrarotating rotors linked to each other would have extreme agility in all directions and a bollard pull of
more than 10,000 tonnes, enough to win a tug-of-war against a large fraction of the world’s oceangoing tug fleet. This means that rotors can be self-installing for nearly all the journey.
With torque cancellation from the soft-skinned vessels it will be possible for a healthy rotor to bring
a damaged one back to harbour for maintenance. The extra plant consists of buoyant links about 70
metres long made from slip-formed post-tensioned concrete. These are identical to the mooring
links but with quick-change couplings at each end. (A possible coupling design was produced for
rams of the Aquamarine Oyster.) Two links between rotors would be brought into position by softskinned vessels with the ends pulled into the couplings by winch ropes.
For installation the rotor pair would approach their final position when the flow had just begun to
force them away from the anchorage. The mooring links on neighbouring vessels could be
controlled to widen the gap. Water would be pumped into the links to make them just sink and the
ends would be guided into position by signals from a sonar camera controlling two winch ropes and
the ram at the end of the link.
The quick-release coupling consists of a 2.5-degree half-angle cone at the base of a 45-degree one.
The sonar camera has to find the 45-degree cones with a precision of about 500 mm and the cone
slope will then guide the 2.5-degree cone regions into contact. The salty, sandy water will be blown
out with compressed air through a non-return seal with a velocity-limiting element, followed by
fresh water, followed by alcohol, followed by dry, oily air and then vacuum. The hydrostatic
pressure on a 2.5 metre diameter disk will give a closing force of 3.9 MN. This will be geared up
by the cotangent of the 2.5-degree cone angle to give 90 MN for each seabed attachment plus a bit
for friction along the cone surface. Once all cones have been dried and evacuated, the temporary
cross-links to the neighbouring rotors will be removed for the next installation job.
Removal of a rotor will start with the reattachment of the temporary cross links. Compressed air
will be fed into the vacuum region at a rate above the seal velocity limit at a pressure more than the
outside water. Morse tapers on drill shanks need a tap to disengage them. The half-angles are
interestingly different for each size and range from 1.4286 to 1.5071 degrees. A similar
disengagement tap can be provided to disengage the 2.5 degree tapers by an air-driven hammer.
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Figure 7: A plan view of closely-packed, 200-metre diameter, vertical-axis rotors. The chosen
blade chords are 2.3 metres but are magnified here by 6 times for clarity. A high blockage fraction
allows generation well above the Betz limit for rotors in channels such as the Pentland Firth. The
lower central pair of rotors have just been installed with blades still free to head into current from
any direction. The rotors are being placed into position by installation vessels equipped with soft
octopus-suction skins and very powerful twin Voith-Schneider propulsion [13]. The other rotors
have their legs connected to attachment points on the seabed and are showing the blade pitchangles which would be suitable for generation with an even pressure drop across the rotor frontage
and water flow from above. However, during installation, neighbouring rotors would assist by
pumping water towards or away from the new arrivals. With this protection the procedure should
be no more difficult than coming alongside in harbour which ferries do several times a day.
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For removal the seabed connection will be broken and the legs winched high enough for their ends
to clear the seabed items. Then the rotor pair will be pulled away from the line by power from the
healthy rotor and torque reaction from the soft-skinned octopus vessels.
The limiting weather window is set by the velocity induced by wave action on the link ends.
Objects 200 metres in diameter with a moderate water plan area and large added mass provided by
the spacing rings will have a slow response to local wind sea. The faster the winches can drive the
ends of the links, the wider the weather window for installation.
8. Pitch change
Fixed-pitch cross-flow turbines can work quite well if the tip-speed ratio is high enough to avoid
stall. But, for blades near the surface, cavitation will limit blade speed in the best sites such as the
Pentland Firth and so pitch variation is necessary especially if we want to present an even pressure
drop across the front of the rotor [15]. People (like myself) with religious objections to the use of
200 metre diameter electrical slip rings in salt water might think that the problem of getting actuator
power for pitch change to a moving rotor would be a show-stopper. It turns out that this is not so.
The centre of pressure of most hydrofoils is about 25% back from the nose or a little more for some
low cavitation sections. If the axis of pitch rotation is forward of the centre of pressure the tails of
the hydrofoils will tend to align themselves with the flow direction. This is an attractive feature
because all that is necessary to remove the drive force on a rotor is to release all the blades so that
they can self-feather into whatever the local flow direction might be. But for 75% of the time of
normal operation the blade pitch drive will be yielding by a controlled amount to the pitch torque
induced by water flow and is therefore a net generator of power on board the rotor. Provided that
there is enough energy storage to get the system started there will be an energy surplus on the
moving rotor which can be useful for instrumentation, controls, and perhaps even cathodic
protection.
Each blade is controlled by a very small, three-bank Artemis digital hydraulic machine. Two banks
are connected to the cylinders of hydraulic ram actuators usually being driven by them to make the
shaft rotate. A valve between the actuator rams provides a fail-safe mechanism. We have to have
an electrical current to close the valve so any power failure releases it. If it is open each blade can
freely rotate to feather itself to the local water flow and track any subsequent variations. This
instantaneous action gives a low drag profile under tow and removes the requirement for a 200 MW
braking system.
Blade element analysis shows that, at the low tip-speed ratios imposed by cavitation, a fixed-pitch
vertical-axis machine would deliver only half the output of a variable-pitch one because of the time
spent in stall and the resulting high drag. A commercial cost analysis done by Edinburgh Designs
showed that the additional cost of variable-pitch amounted to 1.5% of the total. The ability to take
energy from any current direction and even from different directions at different water depths, selfinstallation or low drag under tow and the instant, emergency disconnection of drive make variable
pitch very attractive. The forces on blades and their supporting structure are the result of a choice
by the control system rather than the state of tide and waves. Optimised stress values can be
continuously downloaded to reflect the best balance between fatigue life and spot prices of the
electricity market.
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9. Hazards to navigation
The Pentland Firth is a dangerous passage. Many hundreds of lives have been lost by shipwreck on
Swona and Stroma. Mariners take a keen professional interest in obstructions to navigation and
some horizontal-axis developers claim the large clearance between rotor tips and the sea surface as
an advantage. But mariners prefer obstructions which are accurately charted, clearly visible and
preferably fitted with lights, sirens and radar reflectors. To provide enough draft over every tidal
stream rotor for every sea-going object will waste a very great deal of energy. If there is to be any
obstruction it may as well be complete with no questions about safe drafts for a given tidal state.
Vertical-axis rotors will be placed in double lines with interdigital fitting [10]. These can still
provide high blockage if they are laid out like capital Es with interlocking arms. One double line
fitting in 10 km length would have a peak rating of nearly 20 GW with the number of row pairs
chosen to suit the flow impedance of the Atlantic to North Sea, as yet unknown. It will be essential
to allow large tankers entry to the Flotta oil terminal and this means a gap that can be double the
entry to the widest UK oil port entry at Milford Haven. Rotors will be designed to allow an RNLI
Atlantic 85 inshore rescue vessel (draft 0.53 metres, beam 2.85 metres) to pass between them but all
other traffic will be encouraged to go through narrow gaps at the ends of the rows.
In emergency the RNLI could take control of a bank of rotors and use them to change the flow
direction by 90° so that distressed yachtsmen are wafted sideways across the rotor lines and safely
to the beach. Vertical-axis rotors can therefore make the Pentland Firth safer.
10. Summary
The problems of the universally used horizontal axis rotors are:
Low efficiency near the hub.
Power wasted between rotors.
Four times bending moment at blade root.
Coincidence of maximum shear and bending.
Vortex shedding at blade tips.
Leverage of stress at tower base.
Sensitivity to change of flow direction.
Uncertain wake direction.
Long power cables due to downstream
turbulence.

Betz limit to performance coefficient.
Leverage of forces in close pitch bearings.
Hydrostatic pressure variation on blades.
Submerged power-conversion mechanism.
Lack of space for power conversion.
Submerged main bearings.
Low power smoothing from a small rotor.
Expense of tapered and twisted hydrofoils.
Uncertainty about shipping clearance.

The advantages of high blockage, vertical-axis, variable-pitch rotors are:
Plenty of space for power and pitch mechanisms.
Cheaper, untapered, untwisted blades.
Similar flow conditions along blade span.
Low sensitivity to flow direction.
Personnel movement from rotor to rotor.
Obvious, visible warnings to shipping.
Modification of generation phase.
The option to use a non-contacting gutter seal.
Self-propelled installation with help from adjacent
rotors and a quick-change seabed attachment.

Avoidance of the Betz limit.
High ratio of swept to passive surface area.
Tolerance of uneven sea-beds.
Even pressure drop for low wake turbulence.
One quarter blade bending moment.
Much (~0.05) lower pitch-bearing loads.
Shirtsleeve access to surface power generation.
Instant removal of drive so no brakes.
Low (0.013 Hz) fatigue cycle frequency.
Short connections to a common 33 KV bus.
The use of large numbers of ‘small’ components.
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